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1. Introduction

In our previous papers [1], [2] the theory of Cosserat's medium was extended
on the problems of coupled thermoelasticity. The displacement vector u and tempe-
rature 6 where assumed as in the papers quoted as independent functions. The

1
rotation a> and displacement u vectors were connected by the relation: w — — rot u-

In the present Note both vectors, u and w are considered as independent functions
and so is the temperature 6, [3]—[7].

In what follows, constitutive equations are derived basing on the thermody-
namics of irreversible processes and on fundamental equations of coupled thermo-
elasticity. Finally, variational theorem and the theorem on reciprocity are formulated.

2. Equations of energy and of entropy balance

The principle of conservation of energy referred to an arbitrary volume V of
a body, bounded by the surface A, has the form:

(2.i) YtJVi{mVl+Jwtm)+ u\dv = J {XiUi+ YtWi)dv+

v v

+ I (pi vt+mi wi) dA — I qimdA.
A AA

Here
of heat
to a

vi = In, wt = m, U denotes the internal energy, and qi — the component
eat-flux vector. Xi denote the components of the body force vector referred
volume unit, and Yt — the components of the body couple vector. The quan-
pi and mi are connected with the asymmetric tensors ctji and HJI by the following
ions

to a volume unit, and Yt — the components of t
tities pi and mi are connected with the asymmetric
relations

(2.2) pi = oji ti], mi =

505—[801]
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where mi stands for the component of the unit normal vector, a^ is the force-stress
tensor, /j,Si — the couple-stress tensor. Taking into consideration equations of mo-
tion [5]

(2.3) Gjij+Xt = qw,

(2.4) em (tyt+,Uju+ Yi *= J®h

and making use of the divergence theorem, we obtain the following equation

(2.5) J [U — [an (Vij — eicjt w^+Hn Wt,i]+qi,t} dV=0.
v

If the integrand is continuous, then the relation

(2.6) if = Oji yv+ftji Xji — qi,t

holds locally. In Eq. (2.6) there is

(2.7) ya = Ui,j — sicn coic, X}i = a>i,j.

The equation of entropy balance can be written in the form ([8], p. 29.)

(2.8) J SdV = - J ~rdA+ J QdV.
V A V

S being the entropy referred to the volume unit, T — absolute temperature. The
second term on the right-hand side of (2.8) denotes the rate of production of energy,
due to heat conduction.

Eq. (2.8) transformed, in accordance to the divergence theorem leads to the
following local relation

(2.9) Sm.9-3!jL+*gLt &^0

Eliminating qtj from (2.6) and (2.9) and introducing therein the expression for
the Helmholtz free energy F= U — ST, we obtain

(2.10) / = cftyn+fta nn+TS- T\6+

Since the free energy is a function of independent variables y#, HJ%, T there is

dF dF dF
(2.11) F = -—y}t +

dyn

Assuming that the functions 0, q%, ap, /tjt do not explicitly depend on time deri-
dF

vatives of the functions yju xji, T and defining the entropy as S = r=- , we
01

obtain, comparing (2.10) with (2.11), the following relations

dF dF dF
(2A2) — •
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The second law of thermodynamics will be satisfied, if 0 g? 0 or if

TA qt
(2-13) -^—^0,

This inequality satisfies the Fourier law of thermal conductivity

(2.14) kij.T,.j = - qu kn 8,i =-qt, T= To+6,

TQ denotes here the temperature of the body in natural state where stresses and
deformations are equal zero. From (2.9) — taking into account the last relation
of the group (2.12) — we have

(2.15) TS= -qt,t = ktlB,(i.

For an isotropic and homogeneous body we get

(2.16) TS = k6,ij,

where k is a constant.

3. Constitutive equations

Let us expand the expression for free energy F(yjt, «#, T) in natural state of
a body in the environment (y^ = H)t = 0, T = To) into a Taylor series, we obtain
for an isotropic centrosymmetric body, the following form

/u,-\-a /A — a X y + e
(3.1) F = —-—yn y;jH —ya y{} + -r-yn ynn — vi yick 0+—^-%]t *n+

y — e /5 m
H ~z—XjtXi}+ — HnXnn — V% «** 0 — y 62+ —

Making use of relations (2.12), we have

(3.2) an = (/j, + a) yn+([i — a) yt]+(fykk — Vi 0) dlh

(3.3) fiji = (y + s) «;i+(y — e) Xij+ipxick — v2 0) 8ih

(3.4) S = v\yieie+V2Xkie+m0+....

Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) may be given the following forms

(3.2') oji = 2JMyW)+2ayW]+(Ayfc/fc — vy 0) da,

(3.3') /j,jt = 2y«(^)+28«[jfl+(/Sxijj! — v2 6) by.

Here fi, A are Lame constants and a, y, s, /3 — new material constants. All these
quantities refer to the isothermic state, vy and v2 constants depend on mechanical
as well as thermal properties of the body. The brackets ( ) and [ ] denote the sym-
metric and skew-symmetric parts of the tensor, respectively.

Solving Eqs. (2.3) and (3.3) with respect to y^ and tctj, we get

(3.5) yi] = a.! di} d+2/u' ff(in-\-2a' <%+/T sdt],

(3.6) ten = a2 bu 0+2y' /iW)+2e' fJ.[m+P' qbfh
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where

1 1 1 1

The symbol aj in Eqs. (3.5) stands for the coefficient of linear thermal dilatation;
a2 in Eqs. (3.6) denotes the coefficient of thermal rotation. Since the volume element
free of strains and couple stresses on the surface undergoes—under the influence
of temperature—but voluminal changes, we have

Thus, we have to put formula (3.6) a2 = 0, while in formulae (3.3) and (3.4) v2 = 0.
In order to determine the coefficient m — undefined as yet in the formula (3.4) for
the entropy — let us consider the differential equation

I dS\ I dS\ I dS\
(3,7) dS = [-r—\ d W i + b — rf*tf+r?F dT-

\dynl \dx! \dT)
ldS\ cs

Since l~^rl = ~7f, where ce denotes the specific heat of the body at constant

deformation, we get

(3.8) dS = vi dyklc+ Y dT'.

Integrating this expression under the assumption that S = 0 for the natural state
of the body, we obtain

T
(3.9) S=vlyu+log —.

Jo

Taking into consideration the formula

(3.10) TS = vlTrkk+ceT

and comparing it with Eq. (2.16), we obtain the following equation

(3.11) Ojj 6 — rji 1 + —-)ykk = 0, H — k/ce, f]i — v\ To/k,

In linearizing this equation, we assume that d/T0 is small as compared with unity.
Taking, moreover, into account heat sources within the body and denoting by W
the quantity of heat generated per volume and time unit, we obtain the following
expanded equation of thermal conductivity

1 Q
(3.12) 6:jj 6-mykk= , Q=W/k.

x x
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4. Differential equations of thermoelasticity

The constitutive relations (3.2) and (3.3) enable to express the equation of mo-
tion (2.3), (2.4) in terms of displacement vector u, rotation vector w and tempera-
ture 0. The following set of equations is obtained

(4.1) (/i+a) V2 w«+(A4-|« — a) ty,/t.+2aejwj cok.j+Xi = QW+VI 8>{,

(4.2) (y+e) V2 a>i+(P+y — e) <w;, ; i + 2 a e w «*, ̂  — 4aco4+ Yt = Jco(.

We have to supplement the above equation with the equation of heat conductivity

(4.3) V20 (,-mykle=-—.

Now, all the three equations here derived will read — when put in vector notation —
as follows

(4.1') (jt+a) V2
 U-\-(1-\-[JL — a) grad div u+ 2a rot w+ X = gw+n grad 6,

(4.2') (y+e) V2 a>+(/S+y - s) grad div co+2a rot u - 4am+ Y =Ja>,

l • Q
(4.3;) V20 l 9 - ) ? 1 d i v w = - — •

These equations are interconnected and coupled. Only in the case of stationary heat
flow the equation of heat conductivity becomes independent of the remaining two.
Eqs. (4.1)—(4.3) should be supplemented with initial and boundary conditions-
Initial conditions take the form

in (x, 0) = ft (x), in (x, 0) = gt (x),

*• ' ' mi (x, 0) = h (3c), wi (x, 0) = h (3c) •

If, on the boundary, the loadings pi and moments mi are prescribed, then

(4.5) pi (x, t) = ojt (3c, 0 «; (*). mi (x, i) = ̂  (x, i) iij (x),

xeA, t>0.

5. Variational principle

It is easy to show that the following equation holds

(5.1) J [{Xi - Qut) dut+(Yi - Jwi) don] dV+ j (pi dm+m dcot) dA =
V A

= j (aji dyji+fift dxjt) dV.
v

In this equation the terms 8ut and 6a>t denote the virtual increments of the compo-
nents of displacement and rotation vectors. Thus, introducing the relations (3.2)'
and (3.3) into the right-hand part of Eq. (5.1), we obtain the equation

(5.2) J [(Xt - Qut) 6in+(Yi - Jwi) dwi] dV+ J (pt dtH+m <5co<) dA =
V A
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where

j a) yji dyji+Qj, — a) yy dytj+Xyu <5y**+

— s) Kj% dxu-\-($Kkk <5*:»] dV.

Eq. (5.2) ought to be supplemented with an additional formula since only four
causes, namely Xt, Yt, pi, nn, appear in this equation in explicit form. We introduce
the vector H connected with the vector of neat flow q and the entropy S by the
following relations

(5.3) g = T0H, S = -d

Taking into account the Fourier law of heat conductivity

(5.4) q= - k grad 0

and the relation for the rate of entropy (3.10)

(5-5) - div q = To g = vt To ykk+cE d,

we obtain the following connection of the vector H with temperature 6 and ykk, «**

*
(5.6) Hi=-~ B,{, - TQ Hi, t - ce 6+Vl yk!c.

Multiplying formula (5.6) by dHi and integrating it over the region V, we get

(5.7) J \0, i+ ~ Hi J dHi dV = 0.
v

Now, integrating (5.7) per parts, applying the divergence theorem and making use
of the relation

<5.8) - To dHi ,i = cs 86+vy dykk,

we get the following formula

(5.9) J esHn dA + Yj mdv+Tj ^8Hl dv= ~ J 6v[ 8Ykk dV~
A V V V

Connecting Eqs. (5.2) and (5.9), we obtain the final formulation of the variational
theorem

(5.10) 6W+6P+ 8D= J P i - Qtii) dm+(Yi - Jm) dmt] dV+
v

+ J (pi dui+mt dcoi) dA- j QdHn dA.
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Here there is

where P is the heat potential and D denotes the dissipation function.
The variational principle, Eq. (5.10), may serve to derive the energetic theorem,

if we compare the functions z/«, an, 6 at the point x and the moment t with those
actually appearing in some other point after a dt time lapse.

Thus, introducing into Eq. (5.10) the expressions:

out = -;— dt = Vi dt, don = ——• dt = W{ dt,
ot dt

k
69 = Odt, 6Ht = Htdt = — — 0,j dt, and so on,

we obtain the following formula

d C
(5.12) -j(K+W+P)+Xo = J (XtVi+YiWi)dV+

v

where

+ J (ptVi+miW{)dA+Yj
A A

i f k r
Yj ^Vi+JmWi)dv' Xo=Fj 6>i°''dv^0-

Theorem (5.12) may be used to demonstrate the uniqueness theorem for a simply
connected body. Such a demonstration may be carried out similarly as that given
in [2].

6. Theorem on reciprocity

Let us consider now two systems of agents and effects acting on an elastic body
contained within the region V and bounded by the surface A.

As agents we regard: body forces Xi, body couples Yi, heat sources Q, loadings
pu nti on surface A and the heating of this surface (prescribed temperature or heat
flow).

As effects are regarded displacements uu components of the rotation vector an
and temperature 0.

The notations for the second system of agents and effects and of loadings will
differ from those for the first system by mark "prim" (')• We assume the initial
conditions of the problem to be homogeneous.

Let us perform on the equations of motion and the constitutive equations the
Laplace transformation, where

00

(6.1) m (x, p) = J2. [m (x, t)] = J ut (x, t) e-P1 dt.
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Now, we shall consider the integral

(6.2) / = j (Xtu'i- X\ ui) dV+ f (Yi a't - ?'t cot) dV+
v v

+ J (pi u't — p'i Jii) dA+ J (nti w'i — m't on) dA.
A A

It may be shown the above integral may be reduced to the formula

(6>3) / = j in Ykic 0' - vi y'ki6] dV.

Making use of equations of heat conductivity for both (i.e. with and without primes)
states, we obtain the expression

(6.4) — f (0V2 W - Q' V2 d)dV-p f rn ya 8'
v v

+P Jmy'u^v+1 J
"1^0

Since rji =—:—, we obtain from (6.4):

(6.5) J

Comparing (6.5) with (6.3) and (6.2), we arrive at the following equation

(6.6) pC { / (Xi ~u\ - Tt in) dV+ j (ft co't - Tim) dV+ J (pi u\ - ~p\ w) dA +
V V A

+ j (mi H>\ - m'i an) dA} =x f (6'd,n-d d[n) dA+
A A

+ f(Q0'-Q'0)dV, t==]ll
yJ k k '

Performing the inverse Laplace transformation, we get the following final formation
of the theorem on reciprocity

/ J
0

/

~ C \ du'i (x, T) , _ dm (x, t — T)1
dV(x) J \Xt (x, t-T) ' ^ - X\(x, r) — ^ -\dr+

0
t

C C \ dw'i (x> T) , - dan (x, t — T) 1
| dV(x) J [Yi (x, t - T) ^ - Y\Cx, T) ~ -J dr+

0
t

C - f r - dih (x, T) , _ dm (x, t — T) 1
J dA(x)j [ptCx,t-x)^^--p\Cx>i:) -£ L\dr+
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t

/

-. C r -. dm\ (x, T) , _ da>t (x, t — T) ]

dA(x) J \m (x, * - T) ^ ' - mj(x,r) — ^ — - J dx =
-4 0

= j j d A (X) J [0' (*, T) 0, fl (JC, f - T) - 0 (x, f - T) 0[n (X, T)] A +

2 (x, t - T) 6' (x, r) - g ' (x, T) 0 (x, / - T)] rfr.

In the case of a stationary temperature field and static loads, we obtain the following

set of two equations of reciprocity

(6.8) J (X{u\ - X\in)dV+ j (Ytco't- Y\at) dV+ J (pi u't -p\ ut) dA+
V V A

+ j {mt col — mi co{) dA = j [v\ ykk 61 — vi y'kk 6] dV;
A V

(6.9) xJ(66[n-8'0,n)dA+ J (Q' 6~Q0')dV = 0.
v v

Temperatures 6 and 6' in Eq. (6.8) are considered as known functions, obtained

from the corresponding equation of heat conductivity. Eq. (6.9) is a theorem on

reciprocity for the problem of steady heat conduction.
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B. HOBAIJKHM, MOMEHTOBLIE HAIlPJBKEHHfl B TEOPHH TEPMOynPY-
rOCTH. III.

CH B3aHM0fleflcTBHn flecjiopiviamioHHoro M TeMnepaTypttoro noneit B ynpy-
TOft cpefle Kocc3paTa, B KOTopofi nonaraeTOi ne3aBHCHMOCTb BeKTopa nepeMemeHutt u OT BeK-
Topa BpameHHH w.

B HacToamefi 3aMeTKe, siBjijuomeiicjr o6o6inenHeM pa6ox [1] H [2] aBxopa, Bbreeflenbi KOH-
CTHTyTHBiiwe ypaBHeHM H ocHOBHoe flH^iJiepenaHajibHoe ypaBHeHHe conpHHjeHHoft TepMoynpy-
rocTH, a TaK>Ke npraoffjiTCfl BapHamioHHaa TeopeMa H TeopeMa o B3aHMHOCTii.


